Excavation kits offer children a chance to chip away at the block to expose dinosaur skeleton pieces, which can then be snapped together to assemble the complete skeleton. Kits vary with 6 different types of dinosaurs. Dinosaur figures average approx. 6” once assembled. Includes chisel and brush.
Dino Skeleton Mini Dig Kit

$5.00

Featuring premium quality, lighter dig block material. These polypropylene figurines are more flexible and durable than ever before with an antique fossil color finish. Skeleton is approx. 3”

- 6 different dinosaurs – kits will vary
- Comes with a chisel and brush
Fossil Mini Dig Kit

$5.00

This excavation kit features premium quality, lightweight dig block material. Each mini-sized block contains two fossils and a fold-out guide for learning. Each kit comes with a chisel and a brush.